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Frank· Sheed To Address Convocation
'Confessions of St. Augustine' Subject of Noted
Publisher, Author, Lecturer, World Traveler

By John Nagy
The Xavier Armory, with a reputation for being the meeting house for many fine speakers, will add further credit to
its name February 28, at 1:30 p.m. when Mr. Frank Sheed will
be featured at a compulsory convocation speaking on the
topic: "The Confessions of St. Augustine." He will also be
presented at the Xavier Forum

Philopedians To Festival
that ~ame e~ening.
Mr. Sheed is a native of Australia, but traveled to England
en
to obtain his education. Since
send FOUr M
·
then he has often returned to
0
organtown
Australia
so that he is just as
T M
well known as a publisher, au·Four members of the Poland Philopedian Society will
travel to West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.
next weekend to participate

"

.

Pictured above Is a part of the erowd that was on hand at last week's Mardi Gras carnival. (Full
story of the events on page six.)
· Photo bt1 Karches
i
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MA~QUERS

'PICK. SPRING PLAY

The Xavier Masque Society, whose last production was "The Man Who Came to Dinner,"
announced this week that casting for its spring play, "Praise of Folly," will begin on Sunday,
Feb. 27, in South Hall, and will continue on Tuesday and Friday nights of the following
week. The cast will be announced March 6.
The play, to be presented April 29 and 30 and May 1 in South Hall Theater, is based on

Clef Club Concert
Tour Begins Tues.
The Xavier Clef Club will be. gin its annual concert tour Tuesday, Feb. 29, when it appears at
Villa Madonna High School.
Boasting a record membership of
54 this year, the Clef Club 'has
planned one of its most extensive schedules in years with appearances at O.L.C., Good Samaritan Hospital, a tour of the
Louisville area, and schools of
the northern Kentucky and Ohio
Valley area.
Tuesday's appearance will be
featured by a group of spirituals,
religious songs, and show tunes
from "Hans Christian Andersen."
Bill Braun, the Liberace of Xavier, will play the Warsaw Concerto.

Regimental Crest
Adorns Uniforms
A noteworthy new addition to
the uniforms of the ROTC cadets
has drawn a great deal of note on
campus. Each cadet now wears
on each shoulder, the new Regimental Crest, the special formal insignia of the Xavier ROTC
unit. Patterned after the Seal of
the University, the new crest is
a military shield of white, gold
and blue and was .especially desJgned for Xavier military students. All cadets and also members of the mllltary staff are
·wearing the crest, as it is now a
regulation part of the uniform

here.

the last three years in the life
of Saint Thomas More, the eminent scholar and onetime Chancellor of England who defied
Henry VIII and was executed for
his "treason." It enjoyed a successful run with its premiere production last spring in New York's
Blackfriars Theatre, earned several fine notices for Author John
McGufre from the hard-to-please
Broadway critics, but has not, as
yet, been performed anywhere
.else. The Masque production will
be the first outside of the. original cast run in New York.
Present plans, begun immediately after the Masque Council
decision that gave the go-ahead
for production, call for nine female and 18 male parts in the
"Folly" cast. Of these, notes John
G. Maupin, Masque director,
about ten can be called major
roles-seven male, and three female. The latter will be doublecast to provide more opportunities for the feminine contingent
in the organization.
Although veteran Masquers
will necessarily be given first
chance, Society President Tom
Mehmert points out that there is
(Continued on Page 3)

DEAN TO SPEAK
Rev.. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
dean of the Liberal Arts College,
will be one of the featured speak·
ers' at the National Conference of
Deans of Catholic Liberal Arts
Colleges, to be held March 2·4 at
the Universeity of Notre Dame in
South Bend, Indiana. Father will
speak on the topic of 0 The Hon·
ors Proaram."

Communion Mass Set

in an invitational debate tournament.
Walter Brusch, Tom Kerver,
Lloyd Lill, and Mayo Mohs will
debate at the West Virginian Invitational Tournament. The Resolution is "That the United
States should extend diplomatic
recognition to the Communist
government of China."
Last Sunday four Xavier debaters participated in practice
debates at Our Lady of Cincinnati College on the regional
NFCCS forensic topic which is
that the MaeCarren-Walter !migration Act should be repealed.
Frank Conneighton, John Grupenhoff, Bob Manley, and Bob
Siegenthaler contested with the
debaters from Edgecliff.

O'Brien Plans Tivo
Guidance Clinics

Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.,
The Chicago Club is sponsor- director of admissions, is planing its monthly Communion Mass ning a dual-precollege guidance
in Hinkle Hall Chapel on Sun- clinic for the high school seniors
day, Feb. 27 at 10: 15 for all Il- of Cleveland .
linois students.
There will be two meetings
There will be a confessor pre- which are under the sponsorship
sent to hear confessions before of the Cleveland unit of the Xavier Dad's Club on Sunday, Feb.
· and during the Mass.
Ed Ulmer, president of the Chi- 27. The meeting for the East side
caga Club, stated, "This is a prac- will be held at Benedictine High
tice which the club must revive School at 2: 00 p.m. and the meetand it is the duty of every mem- . ing for the West side will be held
ber to participate in order to at St. James Church Hall at 8: 00
p.m.
make the project a success."

First Coke Concert Scheduled
In Cash Room Next Friday Eve
·

By Bill Poole
.
The first Lenten Coke Concert will be held in the Armory
on Friday, March 4 at 8:00 p.m. Thesli? Lenten programs will
consist of talent reviews and informal juke box socials.
The first program will feature Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J.,
instructor in psychology, who has earned a reputation as being
an authority on George Gershwin.
Fr. Reinke will offer a piano concert presentation of "Gershwin's
Life in Music," which has attracted large audiences in Chicago during recent years. Fr.
Reinke has studied at the Cincinnati College of Music.
Subsequent Coke Concerts will
feature presentations by the cast
of Xavier Presents, the University television program which is
carried over WCPO-TV every
Thursday evening at 8: 00 p.m.
This is the first of a series of
Coke Concerts which will continue throughout the Lenten period. Students from, Mt. St. Jo11ph

/
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College and Our Lady of Cincinnati College have also been invited to these entertainments.
The Coke Concert program has
been under discussion for several weeks in the meetings of Student Council. After considering
the various plans for Lenten entertainment, Council adopted this
series.
The first concert is being sponsored by the Xavier Speakers'
Bureau. The one which will be
held on the following weekend
will be sponsored by the campus
unit of the National Federation
of Catholic College Students.

thor, and lecturer there as he is
in England and the United
States.
The opening of a publishing
firm in England was the start of

Frank J. Sheed
Mr. Sheed's successful career. It
was not very long after that he
branched over to the U. S. Now
he maintains offices in New York
and London and commutes between them. He is married to the
authoress Maisie Ward, which
explains the name of his firm,
Sheed and Ward. Among the
publications of his firm last year
was "Neurotic Anxiety," written
by Mrs. Herbert T. Schwartz,
wife of the Xavier University
professor of Philosophy.
Besides being a worthy publisher, Mr. Sheed is just as eminent in the field of literature.
One of his many accomplishments is the translation and publication of the "Confessions of
St. Augustine," the topic of the
two lectures he will give at Xavier. Because of his immense interest in the welfare of the Catholic Church he has also written
"Theology and Sanity," "Society
and Sanity" and recently, "Born
Catholics."
(Continued on Page 3)

Fr. Malone Better;
Siirgery Postponed
"The most injured man I ever
saw who will recover!"-This
was the comment of a doctor at
Berea C o min u n i t y Hospital,
Cleveland, who is treating Rev.
John I. Malone, S.J., Xavier theology professor injured severely
in an upstate auto accident two
weeks ago. At press time this
week Father's condition still remains serious, but all danger of
death is removed.
The required s~rgery, however,
will not be performed for at leut
another week, due to the over-all
gravity of the injuries sustained.
He is progressing in general at
about the expected rate, and physicians are confident.

'
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Signed by the Times
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Praise of Folly
ast' fall, after The News staff had undertaken to write a
L
review of our Masque Society's excellent production of
"The Man Who Came to Dinner," we received from its direc-

STEEL CNIYON ST.

tor, John G. Maupin, a letter that was at the time both in
gratitude and remonstrance. Now that Mr. Maupin and his
group have chosen their spring production, we can measure
it against what was perhaps our own ivory-tower thinking
about play selection for an "intellectually dedicated liberal
arts university" and Mr. Maupin's own-and quite convincing
-arguments for a practical approach to the matter.
In effect, what Mr. Maupin gave us was a look at their
audience, the type of play necesscll-y to drag them out, and the
limitations of stage, lighting, properties and such that must
inevitably set some boundaries to the Masque's aims. With
these in mind, The News can more than second the appreciation of its drama critic for a choice it believes the Masque
Society would have a hard time bettering.
"Praise of Folly" is an excellent script: it offers strong,
virile drama that can stand mechanically with some of the
best on our secular stages today, and in theme way above
them. For all of its loftiness, however, the play does not
preach; and for all of its period setting, it offers no insurmountable obstacles to the extremely limited material resources of the Masque's stage crews.
As its production here will be the first presentation outside of Blackfriars' Theatre where it had its initial run, the
premiere aspect of "Praise of Folly" should fill any gaps that
have heretofore existed in the South Hall audiences. All elements considered, we reiterate our congratulations. Our only
hope is that the performance measures up to the play, and
judging by past productions, it certainly should.

THE PACEMAKER

BLO'-"
MAN

BLOW!

~'-
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Done Well, Well Done
he first student participated Mardi Gras is now history
T
duly recorded in the pages of the Musketeer. However,
before the singing, dancing and general fun of the gala weekend have faded in the memories of the merrymakers, The
News would l_ike to throw a final bouquet to the Xavier men
who helped make the celebration such a huge s.uccess.
Under the direction of general chairman Bill Trischler,
the diverse student groups who worked so industriously for
a pleasing show for the Xavier men and their dates deserve
rich praise for their efforts. Musketeers, who divided the labor
and who should divide the thanks of those who benefited, are
to numerous to mention individually. Nevertheless, they undoubtedly received their satisfaction from -the fine time enjoyed by those who attended Mardi Gras activities. The preLenten festival begun in 1955 will be a promising note for like
celebrations in the future of this yearly observance.
A pertinent postscript to the acclaim for the Mardi Gras
workers is mention of another group who made a contribution
to the holiday program. The Musketeer Band outdid itself at
the basketball game on Friday evening by presenting a scintillating and syncopating half-time show of swing for the
listening enjoyment of the spectators. Well done, also to the
Xavier musicians.

Automation
n a recent survey of high school students, conducted by the
ICompany,
Opinion Research Corporation for the General Electric
66 per cent of the students said that the use of
machinery has resulted in fewer and fewer jobs. Walter Reuther, head of the UAW, stated that automation has caused
unemployment, weakened consumer demand, and effected
hard times. These conclusions, which are popular with the
people of today, are partially correct.
But when automation has replaced men used on a job, these
men are either assigned to different positions in the same
company or they seek employment in other areas of production. Thus labor is available for the production of new products. Because wages are tied to the worker's output, automation, through increased production, has increased the worker's wages. The 169 billion dollars invested in machinery, over
the last seven years, has greatly helped in preventing the
recessions of 1947 and 1954 from turning into major depres-

.

d~

Through automation, the U.S. has more commercial and
industrial jobs, higher wages, and a better living standard
than any other nation in the world. Briefly, the long-run
benefits of automation more than offset its short-run defects.
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Shufflin'
Around
By Hana Geiafer

'

.. • / '

By Dich Co•leUo
The program peddlers were
shouting "Art Rubinstein!".·
The ticket men were dealing
like so many Mississippi gamblers on a busy -night and
outside the tidal . wave was
rolling in. Wh.en the turmoil
had subsided to the · point a

Last weekend, students at Xavier participated in the
school's now annual Mardi Gras celebration for the first time.
The game, except for the fact that we lost, the carnival, and
the dance Saturday night at _Castle Fa~ were completely big Cincinnati audience can, Thor
successful. Congratulations to Bill Trischler and to his crew ·Johnson raised the baton to the

Berloiz Overture to "Benvenuto
Cellini."
South
Koreans,
eager
to
clash
• • •
It was good business practice,
An article in the February 11 with the Communist forces, are
I suppose, that this was the best
ready
to
reunite
that
country.
issue of U.S. News and World
symphony opener to be aired at
Report stated some very convinc- Bomber attacks, in a war involvMusic Hall all season. Berlioz, in
ing i·easons why China will not ing the United States would hit
formidable style, has captured
Red
China
from
many
directions
fight the U.S.
the intricate style and skill of
First of all, the Reds risk com- and could involve atomic attack.
the great metalsmith, in music,
Carrier
based
planes
would
atplete destruction in a full scale
in his overture at least. Debusencounter with the United States. tack from off the Chinese coast,
sy's
"Three Nocturnes" added to
China could be blasted from as would planes from the Philthe program, though the third
ipines,
Japan,
South
Korea,
and
three sides. Chiang, with the aid
seldom heard "Sirenes" with
of the U.S; Seventh Fleet could even Guam.
vocal "oohings" and ahhings" by
Secondly,
the
Reds
have
much
invade the Communist - held
the female chorus from the Conmainland. He has at his disposal to gain by peaceful means. An
servatory, was a bit disconcert600,000 battle - hardened, well- instance of this is the Tachens
ing. It's · not inconceivable that
equipped troops. In Korea 650,000
(Continued on Pal• 8)
Les Baxter and such people have
made us callous to this sort of
thing with so much "Music for
Peace of Mind," "Music for a
Rainy Night" and sucli elucidations as have been bandied
around of late. Roussel's Suite
No. 2 from "Baccaus et Adriane"
if
nothing else gave the packed
By Don Hellkamp
house a rousing crescendo before
intermission.
The grand applause then eame
to fore when the crowd returned.
In just three short words following this sentence, I shall Rubinstein played better this
year than last, to be sure, but
establish conclusively that I do think of some other things again Schuman's Concerto wu a
besides beer and blondes. Money, money, money! Sentence or better vehicle of expression. Esnot, money is now the topic and I'd like to bust some popu- presslon, though, Is bani to find
larly held, but definitely misconceived bubbles. To wit that in Rubinstein's bot, cold, loud,
soft, exhibitions. There Is tech·
when Student Council makes
nlcal ability In those flngen that
some $1400 off of the Mardi Gras odious."
The money can probably be could breathe sound mu..c Into
weekend-this is the estimated
net at this time-it is neither broken down into proceeds from the piano works Arthur concerns
good nor the result of many stu- the dance, about $600 and pro- himself with. biat just wbat was
dents' participating. It's odious. ceeds from the ticket sale $800. mentioned here Jut week,, nameIt's the result of a poor showing. For our purpose, let's consider ly, the lack of penonal powtb
Did those who worked then, do a only the latter. Students sold ap- from the "vaudevllle'' approach
bad job? No. But under different proximately $2200 worth of tick· of American audlencu, bu In
circumstances, a much better job ets. At $5 a book that means that some measure produeed tllae
only 400 students sold one book. machinations we bear In Rubin·
could have been turned in.
Perhaps you think $1400 is a In short, one sixth of the student stein. Be 1ee1n1 to. be :the men
lot of money. It certainly is more body could have sol~ his quota overrated planllt In AmerleL
Woody Herman, slowly becomthan nothing and it's a fine ad- of two books. It is numerically
dition to be added to the treas- impossible. This, I think, is ter- ing the grand old man of jau,
ury, but I submit a further break- rible, If each student had given these daya has come up a1ain to
down to clarify and support my 70 cents, we could have made as the forefront of the drivinc roek~
(Continued on Pace 3)
(Oolltlau.S on Piii I)
original contention .. that "it's
of hard-working cohorts.

Obiter Dicta
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M/Sgt. Balch Leave~ Xavier To Serve 'QUINTS' ON X-PRESENTS
With Military Mission In Saudi Arabia
Sergeant Headed Pershing Rifles Unit Since 1951;
Winner of Bronze Star Medal For Combat Valor

Operation ¥ oiith
Gets Gold Medal

From Xavier's campus to the sun, sand, and oil of Saudi
Arabia is a long distance and a big change, but military men
Xavier University's Operation
take such changes and distances in stride, or at least M/Sgt. Youth
has been awarded for the
James E. Balch will, as a special military mission to the exotic third time the Gold Medal Award
and very strategic Middle-Eastern land calls. Sgt. Balch re- of the Freedoms Foundation of
ports to Camp Kilmer, New Jersey, for departure tomorrow.
He has been a colorful figure
and good friend to the men of the
ROTC since he arrived here• in
October, 1951. He then took over
the job of coaching the Pershing
Rifles unit and has held the job
ever since. He has coached the
Company ihrough an average of
85 drills and fifteen ceremonies
a year. He attended regimental
drill meets at Ohio University in
1952, Kent State in 1953, and Toledo in 1954.
Lt. Col. Jesse H. Brown, professor of Military Sciences and
Tactics, expressed gratitude and
praise to Sgt. Balch for his service to the Corps. "He had ren- .
dered faithful and commendable
service to the Pershing Rifles and
in all his duties here at Xavier,"
Col. Brown told The News.
· A native of Knoxville, Tenn.,
Sgt. Balch has a wife and boy,
and resided on Drake Ave., here
in Cincinnati. He has a long record of service in the army. He
is a veteran of the cavalry and
artillery; and f~ught in the Second World ·war and the Korean
War. He wears the Bronze Star
Medal for valor in action.
Sgt. 'Balch greatly enjoyed his
association with Xavier and its
students and hopes to return to
the job of training them for their
military service after his tour of
duty on this strategic mission.

M/Sgt. James E.

~alch

'Karneval' Features A 'Very
Desirable State Of Madness'
By Hans Hugo W olJI, /oreign exchange student
"Karneval" is the best time of the year in the Rhineland.
There are many great festivals in the Rhineland, but nothing
influences the face of the Rhineland towns more than "Karnevaf." Actually, the season starts exactly _on the 11th day of
the 11th month at 11 minutes after 11 a.m., because 11 is the

number which indicates a certain
and very desirable state of madness. "Wer Fastelovend nicht jeck
ist, der ist richtig jeck" is the best
indication for what is expected
from everyone in the Rhineland
during these days. It means: the
(Continued from Pase 2)
one who does not behave funny
much without any trouble. Is it as a "karnevalist" must be really
the student's fault? No, because
mad.
he really didn't have much rea'Gemutllchkeit'
son to go out and sell. How do
There are every year a great
we get around it?
First of all get a popular pro- number of .new songs, and most
ject. Here at Xavier that would of them are waltz tunes. Thes~
be no job at all. Just for an ex- .songs create immediately a wonample, suppose we decided to derful "Gemutlichkeit" which
paint South Hall a passionate puts everyone in a very happy
purple. Then put up a few pic- mood. You sing these "Schlager"
tures of South Hall with the pro~/ all the time, even while dancing,
posed paint job. Easy. Now in- and I always found it very hard
stead of raffling off $200 and $100 to get them out of my mind on
to two lucky ticket holders. Give Ash Wednesday morning.·
these prizes away to the fellow
The festival itself starts really
who sells the most and second on the Thursday before Quinmost tickets. Then watch sales quagesima. From Saturday to
move. And give $50 to the organ- Tuesday most schools and facization whose members sell the tories are closed, because it would
most books. That would put ex- be simply impossible to do any
tra incentive and those fellows decent work. Whereever you go,
who sell only a few books and people are singing and dancing.
add extra organization to the
BU:t the best part is the "Kardrive.
neval"
is in the street, where
One-sixth participation is terrible. Let's wake up and set it everybody, dressed in a funny
costume, amuses himself making
up right next year.
a lot of nonsense. The policemen
get free kisses from the girls and
the streetcars don't collect too
much money. On every street you
find young and old people danc(Continued from Page 1)
ing and singing in the streets and
It has been said that success
on "Rosenmontag," which means
comes to those who work for it
Monday of the Roses, there is a
and if Mr. Sheed hasn't worked
great parade, in whicli practically
enough as a publisher and author,
everybody takes part either in
he certainly has as a lecturer.
going with the parade through
His travels have taken him over
town or standing on the curb,
the globe, but most of his speaksinging and making jokes. Even
ing is done for the Catholic Eviwhen it is raining or snowing,
dence Guild of England in Hyde
you have the best enjoyment
Park, although he is just as apt
possible.
to show up on a street comer of
Old Customs
_· New York to speak about the
There
are
many old customs
Catholic Faith.
Last year when Mr. Sheed which are repeated each year,
spoke on "The Inquisition," the e.g. the old town-guard is given
assurance of a highly entertain'.' a reception at the central station,
ine and educational prosram was with speeches and music. Then
predicted, and a capacity aud· those guys, mostly students, of
course, march through town and
ience was well satidied.

Obiter Dicta

Frank Sheed Talks
At XU Convocation

Vally Forge, Pennsylvania.
The award was presented "For
outstanding contribution to a
better understanding· of the
American Way of Life," which is
made by the Operation Youth in
it's program for leading high
school students who come to Xav·
ier each summer from all over
the nation.
The Operation Youth program
is under the direction of Dr. Hubert H. ·Harper, Jr., instructor in
classical languages.
The advertising firm of Farson,
Huff, and Northlich volunteered
its services to present the facts
about the Operation Youth program to the awards committee of
the Freedoms Foundation.
Accompanying _the ,Gold Medal
Award was a $50 cash award.

~~lfi
"The Quints," whom Xavier Presents will feature over WCPO-TV.

By Joe lJlcCarlliy
Talent, and new format form the bulwark of the student
presentation, Xavier Presents, to be brought before the Cincinnati televiewing audience again this season by WCPO-TV.
Due to the exceptional popularity that the show has enjoyed
the past several years, WCPO-TV has arranged an evening

spot for the variety presentation.
The time set for the telecast of
the Xavier entertainment endeavor of this school year is Thursday evening at 8 p.m.
Versatile Cast
When going before the camer'
as, the show will be featuring a
large and versitile cast, in addition to the before-mentioned revamped format, and "sensational"
talent. Included in this stellar
lineup is a young vocal group
whose definite talents have already brought much prominence.
The five girls who compose the
group call themselves "The
Quints."
All are seniors at Regina High
School, and made their introduction on the program Thursday
night, Feb 24, as the feature act
of the opening presentation. The
Hans Hugo Wolff in costume girls, Sue Clough, Marie Aguetant, Betty Bohn, Bertie Bushelfor the "Karneval."
man, and Sue Hogan, because of
swear an oath on "Schnaps and their talents and versaltility are
Blutwurst" to defend and fight· to appear on the show weekly
for humor and optimism. You throughout the entire coming
find boys who all the Monday season. "The Quints" are mancarry an old sofa around with aged by Jack Clough, a Xavier
them, and you are allowed to sit graduate of a few years back,
down on it for 5 penny. But since and are under the direction of ·
this instrument has only three Mr. Cletus Mecklenborg director
legs, you soon fall over. What of the Regina High School glee
else could you expect? Or some- club, and organist and choir dione pulls an old bath tub through rector of St. Mark Parish.
The group and its vocalizing
town on wheels, where he keeps
were well received at the "speca goldfish. Last year I saw three
ial preview" of the cast of the
guys carrying a bar with them
and since they had every thing
free on their own bar, they were
in pretty good shape . after some
while.
Ja, denn nur einmal im Jahr
ist Karneval, ist Karneval am
,Rhein.

program presented at the Mardi
Gras dance at Castle Farm last
Saturday evening. During the
past fall the girls made a number of appearances, the most
noted being a special program
presented at the United States
Naval Academy, Annapolis Maryland. Arrangements are presently
in the making which would have
"The Quints" appearing on a
number of TV shows originating
from the East coast.
Many New Acts
Xavier Presents, which is under the direction again this year
of Rev. James V. McCummiskey
S.J., instructor of philosophy, and
Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J., instructor of psychology and phil·
osophy, will be featuring many
new acts in addition to "The
Quints" each week. A wealth of
talent for the presentations is
being obtained from not only
Xavier, and the College of Music,
but also the Xavie1· University
Alumni, the local colleges, and
from various high schools in the
area.

Cissell Publishes Book
Mr. Robert F. Cissell, assistant
professor of mathematics, has
published and bound the text
book on Mathematics of Finance
which he is using in his class this
semester.

1

Too Important 'I1o f4 orgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an esHntial
in every student's diet.

THESPIANS CHOOSE
SPRING ATTRACTION.
(Continued from Page 1)
·always room-and work-for
newcomers in the group. Prop
crews and costume crews will be
particularly welcome in these departments.
"Praise of Folly" will be the
second p r o du c ti on in the
Masque's Thirtieth Anniversary
Year.

H. MJJ..I,ER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan
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The Silence Of Defeat

HOWLS FROM THE LAIR

DickKlitch
In Game Sa

By Bruno 'Wolfl

As the snows melt and rain and warm air move into the
Ohio valley, basketball action in the Xavier fieldhouse after
Saturday will be limited to the Ohio high school tournament.
The year had some great moments and others that were dismal. But hope and promise ever fill the hearts of Xavier men,
and we look forward to next season with bright prospects.
Graduating from this year's varsity basketball team will
be only two men, Capt. Chuck Hofmann and center Tom Mitchell. The ten other members of the squad will be returning,
and Coach Ned Wulk will especially be glad to see Frank Tartaron from the frosh playing for his team next winter.

• • •

• •

When Bob Heim was with the Musketeers, the rest of the
boys would have to keep wide awake at meals on the various
road trips. Heimer was so hungry that many a man would
turn his head and then find a chunk of steak missing while
Heim looked straight ahead and chewed.

.

* * • • •

Mr. Longo, who owns a high class spaghetti house in
Dayton where Xavier feeds its basketball team on trips there,
was talking to Dave Piontek about all the boys who boxed
at this certain gym in Pittsburgh. He mentioned a few names
and Dave listened, then asked, "When was this?" "Before the
war, the first World War," said the spaghetti king. "That was
a little before my time," said Dave.
* • • • •
There is a possibility that Xavier may play Marquette,
Loyola of Chicago, and/or Detroit next basketball season. It
seems to me that there could be a pretty good basketball conference with the Jesuit schools around the country. Just to
name a few: Marquette, Canisius, Fordham, St. Louis, Detroit,
Holy Cross, Boston College, the Loyolas, Georgetown, Spring
Hill, and San Francisco. All in all there are twenty seven
Jesuit institutions of higher learning around the USA, and the
Muskies only play five or six of them.
• * * • •
Gene Jochem, who is usually found knocking over opposing football players; is again turning his talent to wowing the
young females with his warbling. Gene gave a preview performance at the Mardi Gras dance last Saturday night of his
coming headline act on Xavier Presents on Thursday nights.
* * * • •
Joe Minster, who covers Xavier for the Cincinnati TimesStar, was overwhelmed by five little boys seeking autographs
when a rumor was spread around at Lexington that his name
was Franny Stahl.
·
Bill Uhl and John Horan make quite a pair of lanky boys
for Dayton. They're so tall that to block a jump shot they just
reach up a big paw and slap the ball down the poor shooter's
throat. Coach Ned Wulk said that Uhl did the best defensive
job of the season on Dave Piontek; Uhl held Dave to twelve
points.
Hank Schmidt played a tremendous game against Dayton,
and the fans up there gave him a round of applause that
reflected their admiration for the job he did in guarding Uhl
and bringing down more than his share of rebounds.

* * •. • *

Ex-Coach Ed Kluska, wearing a flashy tan coat, has been
attending the Xavier home basketball games with regularity.
He is now .writing insurance for the Great West Life Assurance Co.
We were talking to Ned Wulk about the university building campaign and the drain on university funds that must
follow a new, magnificent building like Brockman Hall. We
mentioned the fact that we need some more rich alumni.
Coach Wulk said, "That's up to you guys to graduate and
make a quick million."

Loyola Ramblers Stop Muskie
Tankmen 62-18 In Meet There
By Claarlie 'Woe•le
Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J., and his swashbuckling swim·
mers took a long trip up to Chicago last Saturday night and an
even longer one back home to Xavier Sunday morning. Loyola
of Chicago, boasting some of the better tankmen in the midwest, blasted the Musketeers 62-18.
The roster of the powerhouse
Chicagoans included· Jack Sul- third in the 200 yard backstroke.
Numbering the University of
livan, midwestern diving champion and Van Warmmer, who is Cincinnati as their only victim,
headed for the Pan American the dunkers record now .. stands
meet (swimming's n a ti o n a 1 at one and five. With the meet
scheduled against Bowling Green
championship) next month.
up at Bowling Green, Ohio for
For the Xavier mermen, Tom Feb. 18 cancelled, the Blue and
Koberna and Joe Keller provided White now have only two swims
most of the opposition to Loyola. remaining on the 1954-55 docket.
Tom picked up a second in the
The tankers travel ta Marion
440 and 220 yard free style, and College today and then end the
Joe finished second in the diving season March 5, splashing against
competition to Sullivan.
Miami at Oxford.
The Muskies were hampered by
the loss of Marty Wertz and the
inability of free style artist, Don
Isphording, to make the trip.
The Druo S«we Cloaen To
Other Muskies who scored in the
%cuner Univern&11
meet were Kevin Reardon, third
1811
Moat,omerr ....
in diving; Dan DiSalle. third in
MElnlelTH
the individual medley; Jim Perry,

81umri11'1 •••r•••r
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Dave Piontek and Duke Schnelder shuffle to the locker roof alter the defeat by Western. Lou Von- They are curre1
derbrink, John Albrinck, Jim O'Connell, and Billy Veith can be seen in the background.
I lead in the MA
============;--~~-~;----:;~~:--:;;--;;;---:;:;:--;:-~;--~~-- 1 College and th1

OUCH!
The Louisville Cardinals hit
Xavier with everything but a
bend in the Ohio River last Wed·
nesday night as they avenred an
earlier loss at Schmidt Memorial
Fieldhouse by stomping the Mus·
kies 92-52. Dave Piontek had 15
and Jim Boothe 13 for the now
12-13 Musketeers.

Muskies· Edge
Villa Madonna
By Dom Giordano
The Xavier frosh had their
hands full last Saturday_ night
in Memorial Fieldhouse while
edging Villa Madonna 56-55.
Larry Dillon hit a last minute
shot from the right side of the
basket for the winning score as
a last desparate shot by Villa
Madorina rimmed the hoop an~
jumped out.
Stu Courchaine was the high
scorer for the Little Muskies hitting for 21 points. Thelen led the
losers with 15 while Staverman
followed up with 13. This was
the second setback for Villa Madonna at the hands of the Xavier
frosh, who recorded their twelth
win of the fast closing campaign.
The Little Muskies short jaunt
to Dayton resulted in defeat Sunday night, as the Dayton frosh
neatly trimmed them' 63 to 56.
Lane led the victors in gathering 20 points while Frank Tartaron pulled down an equal number for the Muskies.

Classified Ad
FOK SALE automobile, 1935 Plymouth, 62,000 mi., one driver,
new battery, excellent eondltlon.
$50. UN. 0336
.
ANYONE Interested In purehas·
Ing a gift certificate worth $50 on
the purchase of a Universal Sew·
Ing Machine contact .JohD Baley,
AV. 9317.

Boothe Voted To United Pressl~~~!~r~~~1 r~
'Small America' Second St1·ing j ~~~;: ::1:h

Jim "Peanuts" Boothe, who astounds his long legged team- ; at the hands of 1
mates with his outstanding offensive and defensive play, was· Illinois, Ohio
named this week by the United Press to its "Small America" Western Michii
basketball squad. Jim made the second team of players who, Kwin~t ovtert Bto~l
· f
t
· h
. en 5 a e wic
stand un d er f ive eet en me es.
' versity of Miami
.
Toledo twice, V\
Boothe is on a team that is
reckoned as one of the best Small of Georgia .Tech. and Ch.et Forte , and Western Re
American squads ever voted into of Columbia all pour m more . G .
b
omg. Y coi
than their taller compatriots.
Denny Blind of Purdue and i
Pachin Vicens of Kansas State
were also named to the first team.
Boothe's all around ability and
his two big nights (33 against
Louisville and 26 against WK)
put him on the team.

0•••• -

-a- -a- - ·--·

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
Peanuts Boothe
existence, at least as far as point
making is concerned. Three members of the first· team lead their
respective ball clubs in scoring.
Bill Ridley of Illinois, Joe Helms

LANDEN, LTD.
606 Vine St.

PArkway 7345

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

I

I

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY

........
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Wulkmen Five Clash With Redskins In Finale

Dick Klitch Leads Miami
In Game Saturday Night

By Mel Brennan
Ringing down the curtain
on the 1954-55 basketball season, the Muskies of Xavier
University meet the highand-mighty Redskins of Mi-

Dayton, Western Kentuekv Add To Xavier Losses
Flyers Overpowers Muskies Despite Loss Of Stars: "'
Western Overcomes Early Deficit For Win At Wire
By Jolin llaley
Needing but one win to assure a .500 season, the Xavier
Musketeers journeyed to the Gem City to play the Dayton
Flyers last Sunday, and when the smoke had cleared X'avier
had been defeated for the 12th time in the present campaign,
71-60. Failing to capitalize on the breaks, namely the early

ami University at the Xavier
fieldhouse tomorrow night.
The "Skins" are led by Cocaptain Dick Klitch, a 6-4 senior
forward from Portsmouth, Ohio. fouling out of Bill Uhl and Chris
Moving to the forward post this Harris, coupled with the inabilseason after playing the pivot ity to hit free throws, cost the
last season has proved no diffi- Muskies the game.
culty at all for this four year
The Muskies kept Dayton's two
'letterman. Unable to make his big guns under control for the
high school squad until the sen- most part, as Uhl and John Horior year, Klitch has been Miami's an were held to 16 and 15 points
man-of-the-hour on more than respectiviely, as compared to the
26 and 21 spread they compiled
one occasion.
Rounding out the starting five ·at the Cincinnati Gardens last
will be Tom Bryant, a 6-3 senior month.
Dayton led from the opening
guard, Don Barnette, a 6-0 junior
guard, Ron Ellis, a 6-6 sophomore tip and kept a 6-10 point margin
,center, and Charlie Fox, a 6-4 throughout the half. As the team
junior forward. Although they broke at half time Xavier was
are_not starting, Co-captain Dar- behind 38-23.
The Muskies' big chance came
rell Heciric, a 5-8 senior guard,
in
the second stanza, when Uhl
and Bill Kennon, a 6-5 junior
and Harris got an early shower
forward are expected to see
and Horan spent the great majorplenty of action.
ity of the half on the bench with
Miami will go into the game four personals. The closest that
with a 14-6 record for the year. the Muskies came was 49-42, only
by Westem. Lou Von- They are currently tied for the to have Uhl and Fiely drop in a
·ound.
I lead in the MAC with Marshall pair of baskets to widen the mar1 College and the Redskins game
gin.
I with Marshall will probably de- Hank Schmidt was one of the
! cide who will represent the Mid- bright spots as he drove better
American in the coming NCAA than he has done all year and
~ll
playoffs.
led the visitors with 12 points.
Miami's only losses have come
Dave Piontek put together four
iis long legged team- ; at the hands of UC, Dayton twice,
defensive play, was· Illinois, Ohio University, and and scores, the contest could go
its "Small America" Western Michigan. They hold either way. Against mutual op~am of players who , win~ over Bo~ling Green twic~, ponents, Miami beat Marshall
Kent State twice, Marshall, Uni- 89-74 while X lost 82-69; both Miversity of Miami, Florida, Ohio U, ami and Xavier lost to Dayton
Tech. and Chet Forte , Toledo twice, Western ~ichigan, twice, and X split with UC while
Miami lost their single game with
ia all pour in more , and ~estern Reserve ~w1ce.
taller compatriots. 1 Going. by comparative games the "Cats" 86-80.
llind of Purdue and i
~ens of Kansas State
amed to the first team.
l around ability and
g nights (33 against
and 26 against WK)
t the team.

ited Press
• I
d St1·1ng

ID- -l- -

A

-

BOX SCORE
XAVIER
G FA FM PF T
Hofmann, f .......... 5 3 2 2 12
Schneider, f ........ 3 5 2 3 8
Schmidt, f ............ 1 1 0 2 2
O'Connell, f .......... 0 0 0 1 0
Piontek, c ............ 5 15 12 2 22
Vonderbrink, g .... 2 2 2 4 6
Stahl, g .................. 4 O 0 3 8
Boothe, g .............. 6 3 2 1 14
Totals
26 29 20 18 72

. . ..

WESTERN KENTUCKY
G FA FM PF T
8 5 2 15
2 2 4 10
1 0 2
2
10 5 4 11
4 4 2 14
7 5 1 19
0 0 2
4
0 0 0
0

Whitsell, f ............ 5
Daniels, f .............. 4
Weber, c .............. 1
Crosthwaite, c .... 3
Able, g .................. 5
Cole, g .................. 7
Clark, g ................ 2
Miller, .g ................ 0
Totals
27

32 21 17 75

baskets and four free throws for
12 to share the Xavier scoring

honors with Schmidt. Uhl with
16 and Horan with 15 led Dayton,
while teamates Bob Fiely and
Chris Harris tallied 11 apiece,
something that was not expected
by the Wulkmen.
After ending one of the longest
running home win streaks in
many a year last Jan. 10, the
Western Kentucky Hiltoppers
dropped Xavier for the first time
this season in the XU Fieldhouse,

Duke Schneider battles for a rebound against the Hilltoppers
while Piontek looks on.
Photo by Karches
75-72, Feb. 18.
Xavier started out in a blaze
of glory and with 11 minutes to
play in the first half were ahead
15-5. Then the perfected jump
shot of Lynn Cole and set shots by
Jerry Whitsell and Forrest Able
began to tell their toll as the
Kentuckians fought back to within one point at half.

In the second peroid the game
was fought bitterly down to the
last second as Western kept up
the torrid pace they set in the
final minutes of the first half.
Xavier fell behind with only
three minutes gone and never
recaptured the lead, although
WK was never ahead by more
than 6 points.

-·

UXEDO

.ENTAL

*
lEN, LTD.
6 Vine St.

•kway 7345

When the stag-line wolves rush
your delectable date •••

But you're the guy she steps
out to have a cigarette with •••

M-rya-man,
th~t's

PURE PLEASURE!

M'66

For more pure pleasure ... SMOKE CAME' SI

t41LK

No other cigarette Is so rich-tasting,

..............

yetsomlldl
I

Ji.

P.S. No other brand has ever been able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive
blend of costly tobaccosl That's wh)' Camels are America's most popular cigarette!

B. J, lle)'noldl Tob111» Co.. WIDl&oa....... N. O.
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WHIRLWIND WEEKEND CONCLUDES
DOWN FRONT SPffiITED MARDI GRAS ACTIVITIES
Winning Ticket Holders
ll.nnou11ced At Dances

dixieland style, by the Gin-Bot- cash prizes offered. Freshman
tle-Five-Plus-Two.
Gerry Strelecky received the $200
The program was continued the prize, junior. Bill Renneker the
By Bob Juenlce
next morning with Mass in St. $100 prize, and the Sodality the
1Ve111• A••ociare Editor
Joseph
Chap·e1 of Elet Hall at ~50 club prize.
Although the weatherman
It's quite apparent this week that the Masque Society,
11: 00 a.m. Throughout the· afterGrand Prize Awarded
predicted a mild weekend for noon, Xavier students and their
quiet these several months since their fine production of "The
While Xavier students were enCincinnati last week, the Xav- dates ·took advantage of the spec- joying their own dance, many of
Man Who Came to Dinner," have not been sitting on their sets
ier campus was hit by a tor- ial reduced rates of various local the alumni and other friends of
basking in past glories. Indeed, the announcement of "Praise
nadic whirlwind of activity. theaters, or took in ice skating - the University were treated to an
of Folly" as the next production was no surprise to this deat the spacious Cincinnati Gar- equally fine evening at the SherThe eventful student Mardi dens.
Following holy hour from aton-Gibson Hotel in downtown
partment; being acquainted sort
of first-hand with the company, grows because it is. Grace Kelly Gras weekend, the first of its 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. in St. Joseph's· Cincinnati. During the course of
he was quite aware of the noise- is exquisite as the wife and moth- kind for student body partici- Chapel Saturday evening, the the festive program, the winner
less but efficient cogs that were er who must face the facts of pation, rendered many an eye event-laden schedule called for of the $2000 Mardi Gras prize was
war, Fredric March magnificent weary and many a foot sore, but the grandiose Mardi Gras Dance
quietly starting to work the maas the Admiral who in his own provided much memorable and at popular Castle Farms, a fitting announced. The happy recipient
chinery for the spring play.
was Mrs. Rita Schwing, 8367
way must do the same. As Mike enjoyable activity in return.
ending to a perfect day.
As an "inside1·" who must necMayfair Ave., Cincinnati.
Forney, the bellicose but bigessarily adopt an objective attiThe three-day affair, presided
Students Enjoy Dance
From a financial, as well as
hearted Irishman who flies his
With Smittie's Orchestra pro- social, point of view, the entire
tude and view the Masque from rescue helicopter wearing a green over by Campus Clown-elect Don
the outside both here and on the top hat and scarf, Mickey Rooney Hellkamp, was begun Friday viding the music, throngs of stu- Mardi Gras festival was a sucevening with the Xavier-Western dents and their dates wiled away cess. For the student Mardi Gras
front page, I could be presented could not be better cast.
Kentucky basketball game which, the evening with conversation weekend, an estimated total net
with a task that would be as unYet Toko-ri is more than a althou~h beginning the celebra- and dance. An appearance by profit of $1400 to $1500 was realcomfortable as it is difficult. But
good story, fine acting, expert tion on a sour note with the several of the stars of the re- ized, the Saturday night dance
the gods are kind, and I am in
no small measure pleased with cinematography and vivid air Muskies' loss, provided much ex- cently rejuvenated Xavier Pre- alone contributing $550 to $600
strike scenes. It is the indictment citement a n d thrill-a-minute sents television program added of that sum. The Booklov.ers
the current choice.
of an unappreciative nation, and action to delight the assembled more icing to the cake. The high- Club and the Honors Course
• • •
"Prince of Players," at the Es- it must be a hard heart indeed throng. Immediately following light of the evening came when Committee, co-sponsors of the
quire, is just about as jiOod as the that, does not wince when the the roundball contest, a carnival the student Mardi Gras general Mardi Gras, revealed that apNew York critics said it was. It Admiral asks at the end: "Where and dance was held on the Field- chairman, B i 11 Trischler, an- proximately 600 persons were
is, moreover, for all of its Shake- do we get such men?"
house floor, featuring music, nounced the winners of the three present at the dinner-dance.
spearean pretensions, primarily - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the story of the Booths, America's first First Family of the
Theater. They were a strange lot,
these Booths, but one of a breed
that carried the fledgling art
through many of the difficulties
that beset it in those early days
o! its American history-difficulWHAT'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below.
~
ties, strangely enough, partially
caused by a Booth.
The Shakespeare in "P1·ince of
Players" is not quite so much a
"movie in itself" as some reviewNAftVll ON IAPAll CAllYINe
ers would have you think. Its
IUPPLIU ACIOU DllP 11va
main interest is the glimpse it
Martin S. Kahn
affords of pioneer American theaUniversity of Pennsyl1Jania
ter; otherwise, although it is expertly done, it is strictly 19th
Century Shakespeare, turgid and
melodramatic in all but a few
HAI VllW OP TINY IAlllT
scenes and strictly out-of-k(jeping
MUNCHINll ON INOIMOUI CAHOI
with the spare, calmer style of
J. LeighfDn Crutcher
Univel'sity of Louisville
Shakespeare preferred t o d a y .
But "Prince" tells its story well.
From the mad11ess of father Junius Brutus (well-played by Raymond Massey) to the treason of
son John Wilkes (neatly done by
swashbuckler John Derek) it
hews weH to the line of biographical data; in its main tale,
IT'S EASY TO SEE that the Droodle above is titled:
that of Edwin, the greatest Booth
Tired anthropologist relaxing with better-tasting Lucky.
of them all, it offers insight as
well as history.
behind freshly dug-up fossil. No bones about it, Luckies
Richard Burton does real justaste better to all sorts of people. College smokers,
tice to the title role, and Maggie
'
CIGARETTES
McNamara is quite prettily confor instance, prefer Luckies to all other brands, acIALD MAN lllllND HNCI Al IUNllll
vincing as his wife. With Moss
Dave Fair/Jan/is
cording to the latest, greatest coast-to-coastest college
Long Beach State College
Hart to write their dialogue,
Philip fiunne to direct, and only
survey. Again, the No. 1 reason for Luckies' wide lead:
DeLuxe-Color Cinemascope to set
Luckies taste better. They taste better,
the boundaries of their tale, the
royal pair can't help but become
first of all, because Lucky Strike means
STUDENTS!
a new theater legend. RECOM• • t Where
fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is
MENDED.
f()Odles• are pour&nl ID !lie and
* • •
LuckY D ~We p11Y $25 forSoaU wend
~very
88
toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted" are yours
don't use.
•th ita
"The Bridges at Toko-ri," at
{O!
in your
p • Q.
the famous Lucky Strike process-tones
Keith's has all the virtues of
oril • tive title, to Lucky y
.
det!CflP.
N
York
46,
N.
•
"Battle Cry" and none of its
Bos
67.
•
ew
OLES.
Copyrl11M
1953
up Luckies' light, good-tasting tobacco
OROO bY Roaer Price
faults: it is a genuinely great
motion picture. Taking James
to make it taste even better ••• cleaner, ·
Michener's fine Korean War
fresher, smoother. So, enjoy the better·
story of a "retread" carrier jet
pilot who could never quite untasting cigarette ••• Lucky Strike.
100.YAID DAiii
·derstand why "it had to be him,"
CfOI Ull IN llCYWaanut
the film tells it with a fine,
Annamae Kavakh
· Montana State University
clean hand, giving it a compassion and depth only infrequently
seen on the motion picture screen.
As Lieutenant Brubaker, the
lawyer recalled to action from
his place in civilian life, William
Holden displays a finely edged
bitterness and studied courage
that makes his character at once
human . and super-human, credCLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
ible and admirable. Brubaker's
heroism may be reluctant, but
the measure of his sacrifice only
T,C..

By lflayo Moha

a

WCKV DROOD1£S ! w£'v£ GOT £M l
1

--
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13ettell taste kcL~'···
LUCiia TAlll llllER
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''But I'm not on
G.E:s payroll"

OF COURSE NOT. But on the other hand, maybe your
job is one of more than 22,000-held by non G-E people-that gets
major support from the buying power of Evendale J>Jant payrolls.
This buying power, which is now more than $1,200,000 each week,
has been estimated to be the major support• of approximately• 4,200 jobs in retailing, such as sales and personal services in department
. stores, specialty shops, appliance, drug and hardware stores,
• 3,200 construction tradesmen; among them ironworkers, carpenters, electricians, and bricklayers-none working at G.E.,
• 1,800 professional people such as doctors, nurses, engineers, teachers
and clergy.

And among other things, G-E payrolls in Evendale help• support the purchase and service of approximately 14,000 autos every year,
• pay for grocery and farm products exceeding $9,100,000,
• provide the buying power for total retail sales of more than $46,800,000,
• make possible personal tax payments, savings and investments of at
least $15,200,000.

When you come right down to it, it takes jobs to create jobs. And
the annu~l payroll at G.E. in Evendale-well o~er $62,000,000is the major source of jobs for thousands of Greater Cincinnatians
in dozens of local businesses.
So, even though you're not on G.E.'s payroll in Evendale, chances
are you share in some way the benefits of over $62,000,000 spendable income which G-E people are now earning at the rate of more
than $1,200,000 a week.
*These figures are based on "What New Industrial Jobs Mean to a Community,"
Economic Research Department, Chamber of Commerce of the United Stat~s.

'T+ogMss Is Our Mosf lmporlt1nf Pn>tlucf

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
EVENDALE PLANT
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Marine Procurement Officer
To Revisit Eva11sto1i Campus
The United States Marine
Corps will send its Marine
officer procurement team to
Xavier for a return visit on
Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 28
and March I.
The purpose of this visit is to
make available to all interested
students information as to how
he may fulfill his military oblirration as an officer in the United
States Marine Corps after they
are graduated from college.
Captain C. G. Moody, Jr., the
o!ficer in charge of the team, has
stated "The Marine Corps is interest~d in obtaining outstanding
college men who can assume responsibility as cqinmissioned officers. The purpose of the program is to qualify men as officers,
not to disqualify them-and it is
planned accordingly."
The Captain and his team will
be available for interviews in
South Hall. They will be prepar~d to present the details of

Speakers' Bureau
lu Full Operation
Xavier University's recently
organized Speakers' Bureau is
now in full operation. Several
local groups, such as the American Legion and the Hibernians,
have invited student speakers to
address them.
Bill Hocter, junior class officer,
addressed the Federation of Parent Teachers Association of Cincinnati at the Nativity Parish
Hall on Wednesday, Feb. 23.
The purpose of his talk was to
inform the officers of Parent
Teachers Associations of the Cincinnati area about the services
which are offered by the Xavier
Speakers' Bureau.
A brochure has been published
to Dresent the services of the
Sne~kers' Bureau to those intere~ted. Copies of this brochure can
be obtained from Rev. John H.
Reinke, S.J., instructor in psychology and director of the Bureau, or from the co-chairmen,
John Van Flandern and Bill Hocter.

Shufflin' Around
(Continued from Page 2)

which they have already gained
by default. That helps block the
threat of any successful invasion
of China's mainland by Chiang
Kai-shek. Also because of this
concession, forays by the Nationalist fleet against ships headed
by Shanghai have largely been
ended. Finally, Chiang, in all
probability, will continue to be
bottled up in Formosa. Eventually his troops will grow tired of
waiting and their island will begin to seem like a prison to
them. What can they do in that
case but return to the mainland
and accept Communist domination?
Capt. c. G. Moody, Jr.
Thus it seems that Red China
has everything to lose and noththe Marine officer training proing to gain by involving herself
grams and to answer questions
in a war with the United States.
about the Marine Corps in genHowever, we must take in aceral.
count the fact that, as Mr. Douglas Hyde so clearly pointed out,
FUHRS ADOPT GIRL the Chinese brand of CommuMr. and Mrs. Nick Fuhr (he's nism is one which necessarily inon the maintenance staff and she, volves repeated aggression until
Maxine, was employed in the the non-Communist country is
Treasurer's office) have adopted conquered. Which will it be, ara baby girl. They received the· bitration or war? Only Mao and
new addition to their family the Politburo can answer that
Thursday, Jan. 27.
question..

Dorm Council Cl1oo~es Officers;
Lenten Movies To Begin Sunday
Two big items topped the Council was their upcoming beer
docket of events for the Xav- party-movie social next Sunday,
ier Dorm Council for this past Feb. 27, in South Hall. These gettogethers have been customary
week. The first was the in- the past couple of years at Xavstallation of new officers. The ier during the Lenten season,
moving off campus of president
John Grinstead and secretarytreasurer Harold Schafer made it
necessary that new elections be
held to fill the positions that they
automatically vacated in moving.
Yice-president Tom Morin of
Marion Hall was made president,
Fred Galvin of Hall 7 vice president, and John Biddinger of Hall
3 secretary - treasurer. Though
elected two weeks ago, the new
officers didn't take office until
last Monday evening.
Second on the docket for the

and they have been very well
received by the on-campus students. Admission is 50 cents.

Ice Tickets Available
Tickets for the Hollywood Ice
Revue, starring Barbara Ann
Scott, may be purchased at a reduced price of $1.50 (regularly
$2.00) at the Students Activities
Office. A Xavier section will be
reserved for the matinee performance at Cincinnati Gardens
on Saturday, March 5.

P1·0/s On 'Callboard'

JJlcCOY SPEAKS IN DAYTON

On March 3, Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., acting chairman of the
theology department, and Mr.
Robert F. Cissell, assistant professor of mathematics, will speak
on the Campus Callboard on the
subject of Family Allowances.
The program is carried on radio
station WSAI Thursdays.

Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, dean
of the g r a d u a t e s c h o o l ,
spoke at the Dayton Council of
World Affairs, last Sunday evening, Feb 20. His topic was "Religion in a Divided World." Much
of the talk was devoted to
thoughts on peaceful co-existence.
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OF NOTE
(Continued from Page 2)
ing sounds of the big band with a
new album of the best from the
Third Herd. This last of his bands
that grew out of a blues band,
(the only big band to ever capturt! the traditional small group
"jazz" feeling), and the top Herd,
seemed to get off to a rather slow
stort. ·Now, however, all of these
elomc:nts have fused, and the
r;r<-at things expected of the Thiyd
Herd have arrived. One hearing
of "Mr. Morning", "Apple Honey"
(from the old repetoire), or
"Strange," all in the new album,
wiil prove Mr. Herman is still
a man to be reckoned with.
These days are getting longer
now, but if your radio is powerful enough to pick up ..WHAM,
I-t:Jchcster, around 6: 30 p.m. on
Saturdays there's a show called
"Americana" deejayed by one
Bob Burns, (not of Bazooka
fame). There's a great controversy raging at present over
"What fa this Americana?", but
with records by the Weavers,
Harry Belafonte and Marian
Anderson, we feel this show is
clo:;er to the idea than any that
purport to be "Americana."
The coming symphony program presents a simple and interesting program, consisting of
Mozzart's Symphony in A Major,
and Mahler's "The Song Of the
Earth" with Carol Smith, conf.ralto, and David Lloyd, tenor.
This last is one of the most important of Mahler's sona cycles.

Janet Blair, Actress: "I have the fullest confi·
dcnce in L&M's l\lir~cle Tip •.. and L&Ms taste
so good, I made them my regular cigarette."

Jlt14uJ OutmoM m THE BEsrt·
STANDS OUT FOR FLAVOR. Tlie pure, white Miracle Tip draws
easy, lets you enjoy all the taste.
STANDS OUT FOR .EFFECTIVE FILTRATION. No filter compares
with L&M's l\liracle Tip for quality or eft'ectlvenes1.
STANDS OUT FOR HIGHEST QUALITY TOBACCOS, low nicotine
tobaccos, L&M tobaccos ••• Light and Miid.
.MUCH MORE FLAVOR -

MUCH· LESS NICOTINE

Ameri~s Best ~ilter Cigar0tte ~-·--

